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CHAPTER I
IBTRODXJCTIOH
PURPOSE OP THE STUDY
One purpose of this study was to gather, compile, and
present data on the environmental factors believed to be re
lated to South Dakota teachers* efforts to provide services
for children.

The factors which were taken into considera

tion for this study were:
1.

What factors contributed most to help the teachers
in giving the best service in teaching?

2.

What factors hindered most their efforts in teaching?

3.

What persons contributed most to help them provide
the best service?

1|.. What persons hindered most the efforts of teachers
in giving their best service in teaching?
5.

What factors related to their positions were satis
fying to thffla?

6.

What factors made them feel dissatisfied about their
jobs?

7.

What were the desirable characteristics which they
observed in their administrators?

8.

What undesirable characteristics did they observe
in their administrators?

The second purpose of this study was to present information
pertinent to this problem derived from a study of the related
literature.

A third purpose of this study was to show the

relationship of the sex of the teacher and the responses.
-

1-
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IMPORTANCE OP THE STUDT
Superintendents^ school boards, and communities have
very little Information available concerning vhat teachers
believe help them to do a better job, or «hat prevents their
doing a good job.

It Is hoped that this study will provide

some of this Information which will be helpful In Improving
personnel administration In the public schools.

Superinten

dents may know what characteristics teachers consider desir
able In a superintendent.

The undesirable, as well as the

desirable, characteristics of administrators and supervisors
will be listed.

Teachers* views on working conditions, as

related to their effectiveness or happiness on the job, may
be Interesting and helpful.
DELIMITATIONS
This study was concerned with the replies of llj2 class
room teachers of South Dakota; no superintendents, principals,
or rural school teachers were Included.

The group was selec

ted from all parts of the state, and from various sizes of
schools within the state.
This study covers only the beliefs and the feelings of
a general Interested group of South Dakota teachers.

No ef

fort will be made to judge how right nor how wrong they might
be.
Only a limited attempt will be made to compare the be
liefs and the feelings of this particular group of teachers
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-3wlth a similar group of any other atate^
DEFINITIONS OP THÎMS
Environmental factors ;

the aggregate of all the ex

ternal conditions and influences affecting the life and de
velopment of the teacher.
Superintendent ;

a school administrator who has super

vision directly over the school.

He is the individual who

assigns the duties to the various teachers, and who sets the
general policy of the school.
Classroom teacher :

a member of the school teaching

staff who is the instructor of at least one subject.
Rural school ;

a school which has only the teacher

who acts as the administrator and instznxctor*
Town schools

a school idiich has more than one teach

er; and a monber of the staff, known as a superintendent,
who sets forth the general policy of the school.
Principal ;

a school administrator who is responsible

to another administrator, usually a superintendent.

He may

or may not be in direct charge of a building or a group of
teachers.
Administrator;

the person or persons who perform the

executive duties of the school.

Both superintendents and

principals are in this category.
Supervisions

for this paper, supervision will be de

fined to include the process of attempting to improve the
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instructional services and inter-staff relations through var
ious meana available to the administrator and supervisor.
Prominent authorities;

authors who have recently

written textbooks or articles concerning the personnel admin
istration in the public schools.
METHODOLOGY
The (giestionnaire for this study was developed dur
ing the summer session of 1952: at Montana State University.
The first step in the development of the questionnaire was
to interview teachers on the campus for ideas and sugges
tions which they believed to be pertinent to their effec
tiveness and happiness on the job.

Some of the first sug

gestions were as follows:
1.

In what ways has the most helpful person on the
staff aided you?

2.

In what ways has the custodian made your work
more easy? More difficult?

3.

What could the superintendent to to make your
work more pleasant and effective?
Do you feel that your job is secure?

5.

Have you felt that you are doing the best job
that you can? Why or why not?

After studying the items brought forth by interviews,
it could be seen that very definite groups of categories were
evolving.

Following the study and summarization of the first

intezTview sheet, changes were made and a second interview was
conducted among the students.
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By this time, the Interview sheet contained only eight
leading questions with adequate space for remarks.

The eight

questions, which now appeared to be pertinent, were:
1.

In your experience, what factor(s) contributed
most to help you In giving the best service In
teaching?

2.

In your experience, what factor (a) do you believe
hindered most your efforts In teaching?

3.

In your experience as a teacher, what person(s)
do you believe contributed most to help you pro
vide the best services?

I*..

In your experience as a teacher, what peraon(s)
do you believe contributed most to prevent your
giving the best services?

5.

What factor(s) do you feel contributed most to
ward making your Job a happy one?

6.

What factor(s) made you feel unhappy?

7.

What desirable characteristics did you find In
the administrators you have had?

8.

What undesirable characteristics did you find In
the administrators you have bad?

As a result of the second series of Interviews, a revision
of the questionnaire was made.

This revision Incorporated

the Items idilch appeared most frequently Into the form of a
check list In order to make It a better Instrument to use
In a problem of this type.

A few minor revisions were made

In the questionnaire for Its use In the problem of what South
Dakota teachers consider to be the environmental factors af
fecting their services.

A copy of the questionnaire used can

be found In the appendix,
A list of the names and addresses of two hundred fifty
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classroom teachers from various citle^ in South Dakota was
secured from the South Dakota Educational Association.

To

each of these classroom teachers, a copy of the questionnaire,
which appears in the appendix, with a letter of explanation
was sent to detemine what factors they believe have had the
most effect upon them.

Of the two hundred fifty question

naires sent out, a total of l!*2 or 56.8 per cent was answered
and returned.

This paper will be written on the basis of the

returns fzx>m the ll*2 questionnaires.
ORGANIZATION OP DATA
The returned questionnaires were first grouped accord
ing to the sex of the classroom teacher who answered the in
quiry.

Of the returned questionnaires,

per cent were an

swered by female classroom teachers and the other 57 per cent
were answered by mfile classroom teachers.

A comparison of

the replies by men and women teachers will be made throughout
the study.

Next a tabulation of all checks on the check list

was made, keeping the male and female answers separate.

The

nomber of checks and also the percentage of respondents on
each item was made to show the importance placed on each item
by the South Dakota teachers.

The remarks made by the re

spondents were classified, and these remarks were copied on
cards to easily facilitate their use in the paper.
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CHAPTER II
BETLEÏÏ OF RELATED L I T E R A T ^
A number of related studies have been made.

A few of

the studies made will be reviewed In this chapter.

The most

Inclusive study made on this topic was by P. S, Chase.^

In

19$1, Chase sent a gestionnaire to 1,78^ teachers In two hun
dred school systems In forty-three states to determine the
significant factors In teacher satisfaction.

With respect to

certain characteristics, he reported that:
1.

Teachers In elementary schools tend to be somewhat
more enthusiastic about the school system In which
they are working than do teachers In secondary
schools.

2.

Women teachers tend to be slightly more enthusias
tic than do men teachers.

3.

Married teachers are slightly more enthusiastic
than single teachers.

!*.. Teachers rated by their superintendents as super
ior tend to be more enthusiastic than those rated
as below average.
5.

The extent of satisfaction with the system tends
to Increase with years of service In the system.

6.

The extent of satisfaction tends to Increase with
salary agd with the amount of recent salsnry In
creases.2

Chase also asked the respondents what conditions were
existent In their present systems which contributed greatly
1
6. Chase, "Factors for Satisfaction In Teaching,"
Phi Delta Kappan. 33:127-32, November, 1931.
2 Ibid.. p. 128.
-7-
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-8to their satisfaction in teaching.

The following specified

conditions were of greatest importance:
1,

Dynamic and stimulating leadership by building
principal,

2,

Dynamic and stimulating leadership by superin
tendent,

3,

Regular and active preparation of salary sched
ules.
Regular and active preparation in making policy
for grouping, promotion, and control of pupils,

5,

Regular and active participation in curriculum
making,

6,

Clearly defined and attainable aims and goals,

7,

Good work of teachers is freely recognized,

8,

Stimulating and helpful supervision,

9,

Teaching load is light,

10,

Amount of supervision provided is about right,

11,

Salary is comparatively good,3

When asked what changes would do most to increase sat
isfaction in teaching, this group of teachers made the follow
ing suggestions;
1,

Improvement of working conditions especially;
teaching load, school plant, and equipoient,

2,

Improvement of salaries.

3,

Improved professional status and greater community
recognition for teachers,4

The factors the teachers felt most important, although
3 chase, o£, cit,. p, 129.
^ Loc, cit.
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they may or may not exist in their school systems, were:
1.

Freedom to plan one's own work.

2.

Good salaries.

3.

Good equipment and supplies.

If.

Professional leadership.

5.

Recognition of good work and achievement.

6.

Opportunity to share in determining salary sched
ule.?

In the spring of 191*.8, the Office of Education under
the direction of Fred J. Kelly^ made a survey of college fac
ulty members to ascertain how well they liked their jobs.

He

surveyed 1,351 college Instructors and professors,

A number

of significant facts were revealed by this survey.

In teach

ing load, the size of the class was the most important factor.
Large classes caused more dissatisfaction than the number of
periods per week of teaching or the number of different class
preparations.

Kelly found that the lack of availability 'of

instructional material and library facilities caused much
more dissatisfaction in Junior Colleges than it did in Uni
versities.

The non-teaching duties did not account for dis

satisfaction among the college teachers.

The salary problem

was also important with only 52.7 per cent of the teachers
regarding their salaries as satisfactory.

Of this 52.7 per

cent, a greater number of them were full professors, while
5 Ibid.. p. 128.
8 Fred J. Kelly, “How Do Faculty Members Like Their
Jobs?", Higher Education, pp. 193-6, May 1, 191*-9.
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moat of the instructors felt that their salaries were inade
quate.

In regard to working conditions, lack of office space

was the most significant factor and tenure was rated as the
best factor.

One other important fact was revealed, which

stated that less than one third of the instructors intended
to remain in their present positions i ^ l e three fourths of
th«a expected to remain in the teaching profession.

The full

professors were more content uhich was shown bj the fact that
two thirds expected to remain in their present positions.
Alan H. Robinson and Robert Hoppock^ reported on H. G.
Andrus' thesis "The Extent and Causes of Turnover Among Secondarj-School Teachers in New York State Central Schools for
the Year l%.8-%9'*#

A questionnaire was sent to both princi

pals and teachers.

According to the principals, 77 per cent

of the teachers left their positions voluntarily and 11 per
cent of that 77 per cent left because of dissatisfaction.
The teachers' reasons for leaving differed with kZ per cent
saying that they left because of dissatisfaction.

Many teach

ers mentioned the unsatisfactory relations with principals as
a cause of leaving the school system.

The most important con

clusion reached was, '‘Perhaps much turnover could be prevented
with better mutual understanding and communication between ad
ministration and faculty".®

Andrus in his thesis also sugges

ted the presence or absence of relationships between position
I Alan H. Robinson and Robert Hoppock, "Job Satisfac
tion Researches", Occupations. 30s59l|.-8, May, 1952.
® Ibid.. p. 596.
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satisfaction and the following topics;

age, coimminication,

ego-involvement, experience, marital status, promotions, sex,
size of community, size of organization, supervision, tenure
in job, turnover, and wages#
Much has been written
intendent, but this paper

about the

selectionsof

is concerned onlywiththe

er’s ideas concerning superintendents.

a

teach

Frank L. Wright9 re

ports that a teachers' committee for the selection of a su
perintendent asked these questions concerning a new superin
tendent :
1.

How democratic

is he?

2.

Is he pleasantto work with?

3»

What is his attitude on salaries?

1|..

Is he equally alert to the needs of both elmeentary and secondary schools?

5.

Does he have courage to stand for his convictions?

6.

Can he speak well?

7.

Can he spot trouble-makers?

8.

Does he make the public feel that they own the
school?

P. M. Bail^O made a study to determine whether teachers
received the kind of supervision they desired.

He found that

the kind of supervision the teachers received was; regular in
spection only, very little supervision, no supervision— with
V Frank“l . Wright, “Selecting a Superintendent", School
Executive. 66:11-1^, Hovember, 19i|r6.
10 P. M. Bail, "Do Teachers Eeceive the Kind of Super
vision They Desire?*, Journal of Educational Research. i|.0;71316, May,
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-12& very small percentage receiving democratic, helpful super
vision*

The type of supervision desired differed greatly

from that received*

The types desired were:

constructive

criticism, recommendation of new techniques and methods, dem
onstration teaching, recommendation of materials and equip
ment, and the recommendation of professional books and arti
cles*
Much research has been done relating to job satisfac
tion In Industry, but very little research has been done con
cerning the teacher and the environmental factors which make
his work either pleasant or unpleasant*

In the same line of

thought, very little research has been done In determining
environmental factors that best aid the teacher In providing
the best service to the student, and therefore to the commu
nity*

Since this paper deals entirely with the teacher, much

of the research pertaining to Industry will not be used*
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CHAPTER III
PRESENTATION OF DATA
FACTORS RELATED TO TEACHING EFFICIENCY OR INEFFCCIENCY
Each of the questions of the questionnaire, with its
subdivisions, is discussed separately to clarify the results
obtained from this study.

A table for each question appears

in the text immediately following the discussion of that
question.

It may be well to mnphasize again that all infor

mation given here is a result of the questionnaire, and is
not based on the opinions of prominent authorities nor on
the opinion of the writer.
It is granted that there is no standard common to all
teachers. What one teacher finds satisfactory; another
finds unsatisfactory. Since, however, one purpose is to
determine the bearing of these factors on the problma of
getting and retaining faculty personnel, it is more im
portant to learn how many faculty members find the con
dition pleasing or displeasing than how these several
conditions measure up to preconceived standards.!
Question one, "In your experience as a teacher, idiat
person(s} do you believe contributed most to help you provide
the beat services?", received a total of 277 responses.

The

distribution of responses is shown in Table I on page ll|..
Table I also shows the number of responses made by men and
the number of responses made by women, as well as the percent
age of responders idio checked each itma.

! ÿreci J. Kelly, "How Do Faculty Members Like Their
Jobs?", Higher Education, p. 193» May 1, 19l|.9.
-13-
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TABLE I
PERSONS BELIEVED MOST HELPMIL
IN INCREASING EFFECTIVENESS OF TEACHERS

Per3on(s)

MALE (81 CASES)

FQ4ALE (61 CASES)

Number
checked

Per cent
checked

Number
checked

Per cent
checked

69.1

k3

70.5

3k

55.7

Administrators

56

Other teachers

36

Custodian

13

16.0

10

16.4

5

6.2

7

11.5

Members of the
School Board

18

22.2

10

16.4

Parents

20

2!*..7

Ik

23.0

3

1.2

7

11.5

State Department

Others
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-15The surrej ahows that the administrator was the indiv
idual who contributed the most help to teachers.

**Administra

tors” was checked by 69.1 per cent of the men who responded
to the questionnaire, and by 70.5 per cent of the women who
responded.

This corresponds to Chase,2 who says, "Stizaulat-

ing professional leadership from fair and sy9q>athetic admin
istrators is one of the important ingredients in teacher sat
isfaction”.

Some of the comments about administrators were:

“Ready to help with problems”
•By providing the proper educational setting"
"The present superintendent shows a real understanding
of classroom problems,"
"Other teachers” was rated second in helpfulness by
both men and women.

A higher percentage of women, 55.7 per

cent, checked this item while only
checked it.

per cent of the men

A few of the typical remarks about "Other teach

ers" are:
"As a beginning teacher, 1 have relied most upon the
experiences of administrators and fellow teachers."
"During the past two years, I have been under very poor
administrators ; therefore, have secured more help from the
other teachers."
"When teachers are one in aim, work of this sort is a
pleasure.”
"Shared experiences with teachers I have lived with”
Following the above two items, which were by far the
most important, came "Parents", "Members of the School Board” ,
and "Custodian".

Parents were believed to be most important

by % . 7 per cent of the men and by 23 per cent of the women.
One who commented about parents said, "Knowing the parents
2 p* s. Chase, "Factors for Satisfaction in Teaching,"
Phi Delta Kappan. 33:130, November, 1951.
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-16and their interests, you would want to help the pupils as much
as possible*; another stated that the parents were, "Very en
thusiastic about band and choral work*.

"Members of the School

Board* followed "Parents" by being checked by 22.1*. per cent of
the men and by 16.1|. per cent of the women.

The custodian ap

parently helped in more than one way as is shown by the fol
lowing comment:

"Knowledge of students, teachers, and

nity gained through informal talks made job easier."

cobbou-

Another

stated, "He is always around, and he will fix anything he is
asked to".
The two groups which rated lowest were "State Depart
ment" and "Others".

"State Department" was checked by 6.2

per cent of the men and by 11.5 per cent of the women.

Appar

ently the State Department has very little contact with the
average teacher.

One comment about the State Department was,

"Suggestions in Course of Study for beginning teachers".

Un

der the classification of "Others", which was checked by 1.2
per cent of the men and by 11,5 per cent of the women, a num
ber of varying comments was made.

One stated, "Students tAio

are alert, cooperative, and eager to leam".

Another said,

"Some college teachers left a lasting impression of helpful
ness".

One final remark in reference to qjuestion one, which

should not be overlooked, was, "God— honest".
Table II on page 1? shows the results of the second
question.

The question asked was, "In your experience as a

teacher, what person(s) do you believe contributed most to
prevent your giving the best service?"

This question is the
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II

PERSOES BELIEVED TO HAVE HIHDEBED
TEE EFFBCTIVEEESS OF TEACHERS

MALE (81 CASES)
Per8on(s)

Humber
checked

FEMALE (61 CASES)

Per cent
checked

Humber
checked

Per cent
checked

Admlniatrmtors

25

#.9

2L

3k*h

Other teacher*

15

18.5

17

^.9

Custodian

h

1|..9

5

8.2

State Department

1

1.2

2

3.3

Member* of the
School Board

17

21.0

11

18.0

Parents

30

57.0

17

27.9

3

3.7

2

3.3

Others
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exact opposite of the first one, but it includes the same sub
topics.

The total number of checks on the second question

was 170 as compared with the 277 on the first question.

This

would seem to indicate that the teachers felt that a greater
number of persons had aided them rather than had hindered
them.

This is further brou^t out by the graph in Appendix C

on page 61, which compares the percentages of total responses
as to contributive persons in question one and as to hinder
ing persons in question two.
As in question one above, the person who was at the
top of the list, being checked by 3i|.,i4. per cent of the women,
was ’’Administrators”, The men had a slightly different opin
ion and rated the "Administrators” second with 30,9 per cent
of the respondents checking that item.

One individual had

this to say about his superintendent, "I have had only one
superintendent, who gave me no help of any sort; the day I
began my job under him, he said, *1 know nothing about teach
ing— If you need any help, you'll have to get it elsewhere'”,
Other remarks which were pertinent to administrators were:
"More negative criticism than positive, friendly help,”
"Ho overall philosophy of what we, as a faculty, were
attempting to do,"
"The superintendent is a full time high school teacher
with little time to devote to grade school problems."
"Buying supplies without consulting you, and you often
can't use them,"
"Parents" was also rated high in preventing teachers
from giving the best service.

Men rated "Parents” highest

with 37 per cent checking that item.

Women did not agree

with the men in ranking "Parents" highest.

Women ranked the
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-19"Parenta” second along with "Other teachers", each being
checked by 27,9 per cent.

"Other teachers" was checked by

18.5 per cent of the men for a rank of fourth in importance.
Many remarks were made about parents, showing that they in
terfered in a number of ways,

"Too ‘snoopy* concerning the

teacher*s after school life", was one remark that shows that
all hindrances did not pertain to school work.

Another said,

"Parents many times feel that their children are not able to
think for themselves; therefore, they do everything for them".
In some cases, it was the lack of parental interest that the
teachers objected to when they wrote, "No interest" or "By
apparent lack of interest in the student",

A few were quite

critical of the parents in saying, "Parents can*t manage their
own children, but teachers are to make angels of them"; "They
(parents) think they know more than the teachers", and "Take
care of my-little-boy attitude".

One remark concerning "Oth

ers" was, "Opposed all ideas advanced".
Both men and women rated "Members of the School Board"
as third in importance.

This item was checked by 21 per cent

of the men and by 18 per cent of the women.

The other items

on the check list were not considered to be of significant
importance,

"Custodian" was checked by 8,2 per cent of the

women and by 1;,9 per cent of the men,

"State Department"

rated even lower with 3,3 per cent of the women and 1,2 per
cent of the men checking it.

This would seem to indicate

that the State Department had very little direct influence
upon the teachers.

The "State Department" was rated low in
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both groups; that Is, those who helped teachers and those who
hindered teachers.

The questionnaire indicated that adminis

trators, parents, and other teachers were those who both aided
and hindered the South Dakota teachers most.
Not all respondents felt that it was the fault of some
other individual, who prevented them from giving their beat
services.

They accepted the responsibility themselves as is

shown by these remarks made on the questionnaire:
"I can*t accurately say that any person, by any act,
could in any way, have hindered me in my teaching during
the seven months that I have taught."
"No one has hindered my giving my best efforts— only
my own limitations."
"No one has prevented me from giving the best service,"
FACTORS RELATED TO HELPING OR HINDERING TEACHING SERVICE
Table III on page 21 gives a complete summary of the
factors teachers believed contributed most to their giving
the best service in teaching,

"Given work within interest

and ability" was considered to be the most important single
item.

This item was checked by i|.8.1 per cent of the men and

by 65*6 per cent of the women.

Next in importance for both

men and women was, "A school system encouraging good atti
tude and conduct of students".

This item rated almost as

high as "Given work within interest and ability".

When the

school encouraged good attitude and conduct, teacher had
more time to do a better job in teaching as shown by the re
marks; "Having no discipline problems within the classroom,
left me with more time to teach the lesson.", and "When not
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-21TABLE III
FACTORS BELIEVED TO HAVE CONTRIBUTED
MOST TO HELP TEACHERS GIVE THE BEST SERVICE

MALE (61 CASES)
Factor(ft)

Number
checked

Per cent
checked

FBIALE (61 CASES)
Number
checked

Per cent
checked

Eq^uipment

25

30.9

Satisfactojry sala
ry arrangement

17

21.0

2%

39.3

Reasonable amount
of work expected

23

2B.k

20

32.8

Given work within
interest and ability

39

Ii.8.1

40

65.6

Satisfactory comma»
nity relations

32

39.5

24

39.3

A school system en
couraging good atti
tude and conduct of
students

37

1(5.7

35

57.4

A spirit of democ
racy throughout the
system

22

27.2

24

39.3

Feeling of security
in job

21

25.9

27

44.3

Favorable classifi
cation of students

h

4.9

10

16.4

41.0
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-22necessary to spend time on discipline, time could be used for
other purposes*.
"Satisfactory cœnmunlty relations* was ranked third In
Importance by men and fifth In Importance by women.

Community

Influence Is very Important as Indicated by Chase In the fol
lowing remark:
"The relationship of teachers to the community Is an
Important factor for determining enthusiasm for the system
and the general state of teacher morale. It appears to
be of the utmost Importance to teachers to feel that the
people of the community believe In and suppwt education
and value the work of the teacher. Recognition by the
community of the professional status and competence of
the teacher adds greatly to teacher»s pride In his work.
Community acceptance of teachers for their worth as per
sons Is,, likewise. Important to teacher morale. Teachers
respond appreciatively to friendliness on the part of
groups In the community, they resent any arbitrary re
strictions on their personal life or being part of a cat
egory which separates them from normal social life In the
community, "3
The study Indicated that women had a greater feeling
of security In their jobs than the men did.
checked by

This Item was

per cent of the women to rank In third place;

for the men. It ranked In seventh place and was checked by
only 25.9 per cent of them.

One teacher stated that the feel

ing of security "Allows more time to experiment In better
teaching methods".
To both men and women "Equipment" rated the same po
sition-fourth.

"Equipment" was checked by l*.l per cent of

the women and by 31 per cent of the men.

Chase has this to

say about equipment, "Conditions related to effectiveness of
3 Loc. clt.
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-23teaching, such as adequacy of equipment— produce important
effects on teacher morale and enthusiasm for the system",^
"Reasonable amount of work expected" and "A spirit of
democracy throughout the system" rated about equal in impor
tance for both men and women.

The democratic system prevailed

in some schools as shown by the following remarks:

"All teach

ers have a say in the school", and "To air our problems and to
discuss policy has given me a feeling that we are a teaching
unit".

One teacher stated concerning reasonable amount of

work, "The superintendent does not require the impossible".
Men and women did not agree on the Importance of sala
ry arrangement.

"Satisfactory salary arrangement" was checked

by 39.3 per cent of the women and by 21 per cent of the men,
which would seem to indicate that the women were more satis
fied with their salaries than were the men.
survey, came to the following conclusion:
or mar morale.

Chase, in his
"Salaries can make

The salary provision can better contribute to,

or seriously undermine, teacher satisfaction",2

A remark per

tinent to salary was, "Finally getting up to near a living
wage",

"Paid rather good on a twelve-month basis" shows that

some schools are paying their teachers for a twelve-month per
iod rather than for the nine-month term,
"Favorable classification of students" received the
fewest number of checks by both men and women.

Only l|.,9 per

^ Loc. Pit,
5 Chase, o£, cit.. p. 130,
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eent of the men thought this Item to be important, but l6*lf
per cent of the women checked It.

Testing Is one of the com

mon methods used to group students, as stated by one teacher,
**Each freshman Is given an algebra aptitude test and placed
In a mathematics class accordingly*'.

Others are classified

by, *%noiAedge, through testing and class observance of stu
dents * abilities and Interests*.
The Item **Others* was checked by only 3.7 per cent of
the men and not at all by the women.
The fourth part of the questionnaire that was answered
by this group of South Dakota teachers asked the question, *In
your experience, idiat factor(s) do you believe hindered most
your efforts In teaching?"

The total number of checks that

w:as received on this question was 311 as compared to the
checks received on the preceding question, which asked for
the factors that helped teachers to give the best service.
The distribution of the checks given on the fourth question
are tabulated on Table IV on page 25*

The graph In Appendix C

on page 62 further clarifies the factors of questions three
and four by showing a comparison of the total percentages of
factors believed to have contributed most help In giving the
best service In teaching as compared to the factors which are
believed to have hindered most In giving the best service In
teaching.

This would seem to Indicate that a greater number

of factors were for aiding teachers, rather than for hinder
ing them In their work.
In opinion of teachers, the one thing that did more
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TABLE IV
FACTORS BELIEVED TO HAVE HIRDERED TEACHERS
MOST IN GIVING THE BEST SERVICE

HALE (81 CASES)
Factor(s)

Number
checked

FQIALE ( 61 CASES)

Per cent
checked

Number
checked

Per cent
checked

Inadequate equipment

31

38.3

26

42.6

Unsatisfactory sala
ry arrangement

23

28.4

8

13.1

Unreasonable amount
of work expected

25

30.9

24

39.3

Given work outside
interests and abil
ities

13

16.0

15

24.6

Unsatisfactory com
munity relations

9

11.1

12

19.7

The school system not
encouraging good at
titude and conduct of
students

26

32.1

19

31.1

An autocratic spirit
throughout the sys
tem

18

22.2

12

19.7

Feeling insecure in
job

15

18.5

13

21.3

Unfavorable classifi
cation of students

8

9.9

8

13.1

Others

2

2.5

k

6.6
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-26to hinder the efforts of both men and women teachers was In
adequate equipment,

This item was checked by ^2.6 per cent

of the women and by 3Ô.5 per cent of the men.

The inadequacy

of equipment ranges from large items to very small items.

A

teacher states the situation in this way, "Limited space for
classes— not having a classroom than can be one*a own room"»
Another says, "Too large classes for the number of cooking
units".

This equipment problem affected many departments:

"Poor typewriters discourage many students", "Poor desks and
seats".

The small items can be summed up by the following

remark:

"No proper fund set up for various departments.

Of

ten purchased materials for class use by spending one*s own
money."
The two factors, "Unreasonable amount of work expected"
and "The school system not encouraging good attitude and con
duct of students", were equally important to both men and wom
en»

Between 30 per cent and i^.0 per cent of all respondents

checked the above items.

One person has this to say about

the amount of work:
"I am teaching six different subjects with not less
than fifteen in each class and two classes with eighteen
in each. Besides this, I coach the Junior and Senior
Plays, supervise the basketball banquet put on for the
entire school by my homemaking class; also am sponsor of
Junior Class and their Junior-Senior Banquet. I feel at
many times that I do not have maple time for preparation."
Another teacher has this to say about extra duties,
"Many différent duties, usually assigned quite unexpectedly,
then expected to keep everything right up to par at the same
time*.

"The school system not encouraging good attitude and
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“

conduct of students'* was second for helping teachers give the
best service, and also it was second in hindering teachers
from giving the best service in teaching.

The reason that

the school does not encourage good conduct and attitude seems
to vary as revealed by the two rmaarks; ’*ïou can present work,
but the students will not attempt to understand**, and "Caused
by poor supervision**,
**Unaatisfactory salary arrangement" was more important
to men than the same item was to women.

This is the opposite

of the results of the smue item as shown in the above ques
tion.

"Uhsatisfactory salary arrangement" was checked by
per cent of the men and by 13.1 per cent of the women.

The attitude taken by one teacher was, "It is certainly hard
for a teacher to care to do maximum work at minimum compensa
tion",

Other remarks made were the following:

"All around

the year pay would be better", and, "Salaries, in my experi
ence, have always been too low for living conditions".
The next group of it^us, which were important to women,
although not as important as the above items, were:

"Given

work outside interests and abilities", "Peeling insecure in
job", "Unsatisfactory community relations", and "An autocratic
spirit throughout the system".

The men differed someidiat from

the women by placing less importance on "Given work outside
interests and abilities", and "Uhsatisfactory community rela
tions".
Peeling insecure in their jobs seemed to be of great
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-28concem to a number of teachers as shown by these remarks:
*Year to year contracts never give one a sense of se
curity,"
"Causes too much concern for oneself to concentrate
on work,"
"School Board never specific— makes one feel as though
she could be fired for minor things,"
"Firing is too frequent; good, educated, conscientious
teachers have been dismissed with 'flimsy* reasons— causes
unrest,"
In regard to community relations, one teacher remarked, "Peo
ple often regard teachers as if they were fugitives from the
zoo".
"Unfavorable classification of students" was rated as
having the least influence in hindering their work by both
men and women.

Under the heading of "Others", this remark

was made, "Too much emphasis on athletics; that is, too much
time used in training only a small percentage of the students,"
FACTORS RELATED TO HAPPINESS OR UNHAPPINESS IN TEACHING
The results of question five, "What factor (a) do you
feel contributed toward making your job a happy one?", appear
in Table V on page 29.

One remark that did not appear to be

put into any category, but is pertinent to the question, was,
"As a rule, I am a fairly happy person,

I do my best and I

hope that I am doing something valuable for my students,

I

try to measure my value by accomplishments".
The important items for women were:

"Respect and co

operation of students* and "Faculty cooperation"; both were
checked by 63.9 per cent of the women.

The men agreed with

the women on the item, "Respect and cooperation of students";
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FACTORS BELIEVED TO HAVE CONTRIBUTED
MOST TOWARD MAKING TEACHERS HAPPY

MALE (81 CASES)
Person(s)

Number
checked

Per cent
checked

FQIALE (61 CASES)
Number
checked

Per cent
checked

A feeling of
belonging

25

30.9

28

45.9

School operated
democratically

22

27.2

20

32.8

Recognition for
work done

22

27.2

29

47.5

Personal freedom In and out of school

37

45.7

23

37.7

54.3

39

63.9

Respect and cooper
ation of students
Feeling of security

15

18.5

20

32.8

Remuneration In
keeping with work
done

11

13.6

9

14.8

Faculty cooperation

37

45.7

39

63.9

Community «q>proval
and appreciation

%

29.6

31

50.8

Helping students
"grow"

37

45.7

35

57.4

2

2.5

0

0.0

Others
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-30but not on the other, although “Faculty cooperation* was put
in second place by the men,

"Respect and cooperation of stu

dents make teaching a pleasure rather than a chore", was the
statement made by one teacher.

Another reported, "If you re

spect children, they will respect you".

Some of the remarks

about cooperation of the faculty were as follows;
"The faculty could work together in any situation, and
the work would be well done*.
"Teachers working together, not in competition, have
unity".
"Willing to help— offer suggestions— talk things over,
etc."
"Get together and discuss problems"
For the men, "Helping students *grow' " and "Personal
freedom in and out of school® ranked equal to "Faculty coop
eration"; each being checked by

per cent of them.

"Help

ing students 'grow'" was checked by 57*ij. per cent of the women
to put the item in second place, the same rating as given by
the men.

The women did not agree with the men on personal

freedom; they placed it in sixth place.

Helping the student

grow was important to some as revealed by the remarks:

"See

ing the improvement— however slight— in the work of students",
and "Having students grasp for themselves the intense value
of education, helping them with problems".
marks about personal freedom were:

Some of the re

"Allowed to live reason

ably near to the life of an average individual", and from one
with complete freedom, "I do everything I'd do even though I
weren't teaching".
The items "A feeling of belonging", "Recognition for
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-31Hork done*, and “Coamiunity approval and appreciation** were
considered equally Important by both men and women.

The a-

bove items were checked by between ii.5*9 per cent and 50*8
per cent of the women and by between 27.2 per cent and 30.9
per cent of the men.

The above items ranked in third, fourth,

and fifth places for both men and women.

The higher percent

age for women can be accounted for by the fact that woman put
a greater number of checks per person on this question than
did the men.

One teacher made the remark about the feeling

of belonging, **Each teacher belongs to the town and school,
and school spirit is high*.

A remark about community approv

al was, "The community does not approve nor appreciate any
thing done for and with the students".
“School operated democratically" was a cause of Job
happiness for 32.8 per cent of the women and for 27.2 per
cent of the men.

The democratic situation was not only con

cerned with the faculty, as shown by the remark, "Students
and faculty informal without disrespect.
in some places".
such as;

Student government

Other comments concerned the administration,

"Teacher consulted before major changes made", and

"Have been asked ray opinion on policies".
The items of least importance concerning this question
were;

"Peeling of security", vdiich was checked by 32.8 per

cent of the women and by l8.5 per cent of the men; "Remuner
ation in keeping with work done" was below "Peeling of secur
ity", and was checked by ll|.,8 per cent of the women and by
13.6 per cent of the men.

The above situation apparently
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-32could be expected, and is in keeping with the other findings
of the questionnaire.

"Others** was checked by only 2,5 per

cent of the men and by none of the women.
The above question dealing with the causes of happi
ness in teaching received a total of 5^.9 checks from the ll|J2
teachers who answered the questionnaire.

The contrasting

question, the results of which are shown in Table VI on page
33, will be discussed in this section of the paper.

This

question received a total of 375 checks, which would seem to
indicate that a greater number of factors caused happiness
in teaching than unhappiness in teaching,

A further compar

ison is made by the graph in Appendix C on page 63 nAiich is
concerned with giving the percentages of total responses to
each sub-topic of questions five and six.

For this compari

son, question five involved the factors related to happiness
in the teaching job, and question six involved the factors
related to unhappiness in teaching.

The following statements

suggest the attitudes of some teachers concerning the above
statement, "I don't believe that I've ever been unhappy in
teaching**, and "There are none— I am happy here".
Not all of the teachers felt as the above two teachers
did, and they listed a number of factors which caused unhap
piness,

"Commanity indifference or pressure" and "Low sala

ry" ranked in identical places for both men and women, but
they were put in first place by the men and in third place
by the women.

Both were checked by 37 per cent of the men
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FACTORS BH.IEVED TO HAVE CONTRIBUTED
MOST TOWARD MAKING TEACHERS UNHAPPT

MALE (81 CASES)
Factor(s)
"Caste aystem" In
school

Number
checked

Per cent
checked

FQIALE (61 CASES)
Number
checked

Per emit
checked

5

6.2

7

11.5

Efforts not appre
ciated

16

19.8

17

27.9

Community indiffer
ence or pressure

30

37.0

15

24.6

Low salary

30

37.0

15

%.6

Autocratic adminis
tration

20

2k.7

10

16.4

Lack of space or
materials

25

30.9

17

27.9

Living conditions

21

25.9

12

19.7

6

7.4

10

16.4

Not "backed" by
the school

11

13.6

5

8.2

No personal freedom
in or out of school

12

14.8

7

11.5

Teaching assignments

13

16.0

5

8.2

9

11.1

13

21.3

15

18.5

24

39.3

3

3.7

2

3.3

Grading and prcaaotion policy

Lack of faculty co
operation
Lack of discipline
Others
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"

and by 21^.,7 per cent of the women*

One person has this to

say about his salary, “This year I have borrowed five hundred
dollars to keep going, and we live as economically as possi
ble".

Another teacher had this to say concerning a different

phase of the salary problem, "Salaries for permit teachers
were the same as for those qualified— no salary schedule",
"Community indifference or pressure" brought the following
remarks :
"Indifference as a whole, and criticism of school by
those who have never visited a class,"
"Pressure not on me, but on other members of the fac
ulty is quite severe at times, especially during basket
ball season,"
" ’Betters* make it tough, sometimes,"
"Parents never attending school functions nor caring
what goes on in school,"
"Lack of space and materials" was rated as second in
Importance by both men and women.

The item was checked by

27.9 per cent of the women and by 30,9 per cent of the men.
This corresponds with the results received in question four;
in which "Inadequate equipment" was rated as the factor for
causing the greatest hindrance to teachers.
The item to which women gave the greatest number of
checks was "Lack of discipline".

Apparently, discipline was

a greater problem to women than to men,

"Lack of discipline"

was rated sixth by the men and was checked by l8,5 per cent
of them, while it was checked by 39.3 per cent of the women.
One teacher puts the discipline problem this way, "When a
teacher knows that the superintendent will not back him up
in discipline matters, it is not easy".

Another made this
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-35remark, "Pupils aren*t used to it— administration winks at
it."
"Efforts not appreciated", "Autocratic administration",
and "Living conditions" were of about eqpal importance for men
and women; they ranked immediately below the above mentioned
it ans.

Of the three items, "Efforts not appreciated" was the

most important to women and the least important to men.

This

was stated about the appreciation of efforts, "The teacher is
supposed to be superhuman.
job".

Anything they do is only their

"Living conditions" was the reverse with men; they be

ing much more concerned than the women.

This item was checked

by 25*9 per cent of the men and by 19.7 per cent of the wom
en,

"Autocratic administration" was of more concern to the

men than to the women.

Only 16.14. per cent of the women put

a check on this item, "Autocratic administration", while 21|..7
per cent of the men checked it.

The instructors had these

comments to make about "Autocratic administration";
"No faculty meeting to determine school policies"
"One man, a principal, so angered me that I nearly
left the profession."
"Superintendent says, 'I'll listen to your Ideas',
but faculty experience is that offering an idea is a
risky thing".
"Grading and promotion policy", as a factor for caus
ing unhappiness, was checked by 16.^ per cent of the women
and by 7»k per cent of the men.

Although the item was not

checked by a very high percentage of the teachers, a number
of comments made were:
"All passed"
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-36"None here*
"Basketball students given preference*
"Perhaps visitations by parents would be better than
report cards— promote closer cooperation between parents
and teacher,"
"When an 'A* means one thing to one teacher in a systmn, and something different to each of the others; the
result is not good for anyone. When a teacher feels that
she must give an *P', she wants it to stand,"
As faculty members, men appeared to have better coop
eration than did women.

The item "Lack of faculty coopera

tion* was checked by 21,5 per cent of

the women and by 11,1

per cent of the men.

this to say about the

One teacher had

lack of cooperation, "Each teacher and department concerned
primarily with own achievement— little else".
The "caste" systan does not seem to exist to any de
gree in the teaching experiences of the South Dakota teach
ers that were polled in this survey.

The "caste" system that

does exist seems to be more pronounced to women than to men,
because the item was checked by 11,5 per cent of the women
and by only 6,2 per cent of the men.

For men, this was the

item of least importance on the list.
The remaining items under the topic of factors causing
unhappiness in teaching were:

"Not backed by school", "No

personal freedom in or out of school", and "Teaching assign
ments",

Teaching assignments were important to 8,2 per cent

of the women and to 16 per cent of the men,

"Uhreasonable

amount of work expected", as listed in question four, ranked
quite high; this would seem to indicate that the extra work
was not regular teaching assignment, but was work expected
other than the regular assignment,

"No personal freedom in
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-37or out of school" was not an Item of major Importance; but
to those who had the problem. It was very Important, as shown
by the following remarks:
"There is in this community, an underlying dislike for
actual thinking. The town doesn't care for a person who
thinks deeply or differently. Doesn't seem to object too
much to some drinking, gambling, swearing, or smoking by
faculty; but free thought is not wanted."
"May I double check this one,"
"in small coimnunities, teachers can't even 'sneeze'
without everyone knowing it,"
"Teacher's every move is watched in a small town,"
"We are still teachers— a species subject to much con
jecture and criticism,"
DESIRABLE AND UNDESIRABLE CHARACTERISTICS
PERTAINING TO ADMINISTRATORS
Much has been written about the characteristics of
superintendents by prominent authorities,

Cox6 states one

of the common reasons for failure of superintendents is their
failure to exercise the human qualities of tact, sympathy,
friendliness, and respect.
results found by this study.

Table VII on page 38 gives the
In answering this section of

the questionnaire, one teacher made this remark, "May I say,
one good quality does not make a good superintendent; not
any more than does one bad quality make a bad one.

The de

sirable qualities marked were in minority to the undesirable
ones marked,"
The three most desirable characteristics possessed by
^ Philip W, L, Cox, High School Administration and
Supervision (New York: The American Book Company, 193hl
p, 665*
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DESIRABLE CHARACTERISTICS EOUHD
AMONG THE AIHINISTRATOHS

MALE (61 CASES)
Characteristic(s)

Humber
checked

Per cent
checked

P m A L E (61 CASES)
Number
checked

Per cent
checked

Cooperative

56

69.1

5L

83.6

Democratic

37

45.7

31

50.8

51.9

36

59.0

Capahle
Syi^pathetic

16

19.8

27

4%.3

Friendly

49

60.5

45

73.8

Paimesa - impartial

33

40.7

34

55.7

Appreciative

27

33.3

35

57.4

Efficient

32

39.5

35

57.4

Good speaker

17

21.0

13

a.3

Good supervisor

15

18.5

28

45.9

Supported teachers

47

58.0

48

78.7

2

2.5

0

0.0

Others
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-39the superintendents of this group of teachers were:
ative*, "Friendly", and "Supported teachers**

"Cooper

"Cooperative*

ranked first and was checked by 83.6 per cent of the women
and by 69.1 per cent of the men.

"Friendly* was of greater

importance to men than it was to women, and the reverse was
true for "Supported teachers".

This remark was made concern

ing the support given teachers, "Stands behind her teachers
with problem children and problem parents".

In regard to the

factor of friendliness, this was said, "Says «hello* to you,
and I feel that he means it."
The item ranking fourth by both men and women was "Ca
pable".

This item was considered important by 59 per cent of

the women and by 51.9 per cent of the men.
"Appreciative" and "Efficient" seemed to be more im
portant to women than the same items were to the men.

They

ranked in seventh and eighth places for men, but they were
in fifth place for women.

A statement about "Appreciative"

was, "Always remembered to compliment a teacher for a job
well done,"
In sixth place for both men and women was "Fairness impartial".

Although this item was in sixth place, it was

checked by 55.7 per cent of the women and by lj.0.7 per cent
of the men.
The four itams:

"Democratic", *Sympathetic", "Good

speaker", and "Good supervisor" were the qualities believed
to be least possessed by the superintendents.

Of these South

Dakota teachers surveyed, "Good speaker", which was rated in
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-40last place by women, was checked by 21.3 per cent of them.
"Good supervisor" was put in last place by the men, and was
checked by 1Ô.5 per cent of them.

Some of the comments con

cerning the above items were:
"Superintendent made faculty seem like a family work
ing together on a project which had value."
"Possible a little too democratic at times; tries to
please all parties, when it is impossible."
"Knew how to handle teachers well"
"One of our superintendents was such a good speaker,
that it made us proud to be associated with him."
The last question was stated, "What undesirable char
acteristics did you find in the administrators you have had?"
Table VIII on page Ip. gives the compiled results of this ques
tion,

In question seven, "Good supervisor" was rated low as

a desirable characteristic; but in question eight, "Poor su
pervisor" was checked by 29.5 per cent of the women and by
29.6 per cent of the men— to receive a greater number of the
checks than any other factor of the question.

Bail? states

that the types of supervision that teachers desire are:

con

structive criticism, recommendation of new techniques and
methods, demonstrative teaching, recommendation of material
and equipment, and the recommendation of professional books
and articles.
report:

The following statement coincides with Bail's

"Never sits in on my classes or tells me where I

could improve my techniques".
"Did not support teachers", fdiich received the second
highest rating by both groups, was checked by 27.9 per cent
7 P. M. Bail, "Do Teachers Receive the Kind of Super
vision They Desire?", Journal of Educational Research. 40:
713-6, May, 1947.
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TABLE VIII
UHDISIRAELE CHARACTERISTICS FOUM)
AMONG THE ADMINISTRATORS

Characteristic(s}

Number
checked

Per cent
checked

Number
checked

Per cent
checked

UhcooperatlYe

15

18.2

11

18.0

ïïndemocratic

%

29.6

8

13.1

Incapable

12

14.8

10

16.4

ühsynxpatheti c

10

12.3

8

13.1

17.3

7

11.5

%.7

1%

23.0

17.3

10

16.4

Unfriendly
Unfairness - partial

20

Inappreciative
Inefficient

18

22.2

11

18.0

Poor speaker

13

16.0

10

16.4

Poor supervisor

%

29.6

18

29.5

Did not support
teachers

22

27.2

17

27.9

3

3.7

4

6.6

Others
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of the w ^ e n and by 27.2 per cent of the men.

Note can be

made that In desirable characteristics, "Supported teachers"
ranked second for women and third for men; while In undesir
able characteristics, "Did not support teachers" ranked sec
ond for both sexes.

The following remarks were made about

superintendents who did not support teachers:
"We were told to solve our own problems."
"Take problems to him, and he has no solution; but
listens to the students."
"Some administrators seem to be so concerned with
their own positions, that any criticism of other teach
ers Immediately makes them opposed to those teachers;
even though they personally have no criticism of the
teacher or of his work."
Both men and women classified "Unfairness - partial"
as the third most undesirable characteristic found In their
superintendents.

This statement, concerning the above part

of the question, was received, "One teacher favored".
Uncooperativeness and Inefficiency were of equal im
portance to men and women.

"Uncooperative" was checked by

18 per cent of the women and by l8.5 per cent of the men;
while "Inefficient" was rated slightly higher by men than
by women.

The total number of checks was eighteen or 22.2

per cent for the men and eleven or I8 per cent for the women.
The men surveyed by this questionnaire felt that un
democratic administrators were more common than the women
thought they were.

The men rated "Undemocratic" equal to

"Poor supervisor".

Both Items were checked by 29.6 per cent

of the men, which was the highest percentage received by any
one characteristic,

"Undemocratic" was put In sixth place
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-"Wby the women and was checked by 13,1 per cent of them.
"Inappreciative" was checked by 16.1(. per cent of the
women and by 17.3 per cent of the men.

A teacher made this

comment, "Failure to express appreciation for assuming addi
tional duties is maddening to one accustomed to an occasional
‘Thank you*".

"Poor speaker" rated approximately the same

place, as it was checked by I6J4. per cent of the women and
by 16 per cent of the men.

"Poor speaker" was not thought

of as being either too desirable nor too undesirable.

One

remark made was, "One superintendent was such a colorless a
speaker, that we were embarrassed whenever he addressed the
assembly."
The three remaining items, "Unsympathetic", "unfriend
ly", and "Incapable" were not considered to be of great im
portance as undesirable characteristics of administrators.
"Unfriendly" was rated lowest by women, being checked by 11.5
per cent of them.

"Unsympathetic* received the men*s lowest

rating, being checked by 12,3 per cent of them.

The unfriend

liness of one administrator was shown by the ronark, "A ‘mov
ing away from people* that was not understood by co-workers,"
"Incapable", which was checked by 16.1|. per cent of the women
and by li|..8 per cent of the men received a great number of
comments, some of which are listed:
"One was a *yes-man* to the School Board and did as
they said and wouldn* t express the views that he thought
were the best."
"In general, I have found poor administrators to be
basically incapable; other undesirable characteristics
were directly related to that. Teachers often have no
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knowledge of either administrative nor community crit
icism until it is too late for the teacher to make any
improvements. Teachers are too much dependent upon the
personal reaction of the administrator, and often have
no opportunity to know or defend themselves to the Board
of Education or to patrons of the school. Professional
Jealousy seems to be the chief difficulty in many cases,
especially where the administrator is himself incapable."
Question seven pertaining to the desirable character
istics of superintendents received a greater number of checks
than did question eight pertaining to the undesirable char
acteristics of superintendents ; in fact, it received more of
the checks than did any other question of the questionnaire.
The total number of checks on question seven was 756, while
only 307 checks appeared on question eight.

This would seem

to indicate that these superintendents, in the opinions of
this group of South Dakota teachers, possessed many more de
sirable characteristics than undesirable characteristics.
The graphic presentation in Appendix C on page 64 gives a com
parison of the total percentages of the desirable character
istics of administrators as found in question seven and the
undesirable characteristics of administrators as found in
question eight will make the above statement more understand
able.
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS
The findings of this study, concerning the environ
mental factors affecting South Dakota teachers, may be sum
marized by the following paragraphs;
The facts given in this study are the opinions of an
interested group of South Dakota teachers.

Their ideas and

suggestions represent merely opinions of the teachers, and
are not necessarily based on authoritative fact.
The results of the study indicated that the people
who helped both men and women teachers to provide the best
service were administrators and other teachers.

The admin

istrators held a slight edge over the other teachers.

Those

who did the least to help teachers to provide the best ser
vice were the custodian and the State Department,
The persons, according to this group of teachers, who
hindered them most from giving their best service were— for
the men— administrators with other teachers and parents in
second place.

For the women, it was parents first and admin

istrators second.

The people who did the least to hinder the

teachers were again the custodian and the State Department,
The section concerning persons who contributed most to
help the teachers received a greater number of checks than
the section concerning the hindrances of teacher service, so
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indicating that people were of greater help than they were a
hindrance.
The factors which were believed to have contributed
most to help the teachers to give their best service in teach
ing were:

"Given work within interest and ability" and "A

school s y s t ^ encouraging good attitude and conduct of stu
dents".

Both men and women felt these factors to be the most

important.

The factors which the teachers believed contri

buted least to help them give their best service were:

"Rea

sonable amount of work expected" and "Favorable classifica
tion of students" for the women.

The men differed slightly

in opinion and included "Satisfactory salary arrangement" as
a factor which contributed little in helping them give their
best service.
The findings of this study concerning the factors the
teachers believed hindered their efforts most in teaching
were:

"Inadequate equipment", "Unreasonable amount of work

expected", and "The school systaa not encouraging good atti
tude and conduct of students".

"Inadequate equipment" was

the most impox*tant item for both men and women.

"Unfavorable

classification of students" and "Unsatisfactory community re
lations" were important items for both men and women in per
taining to factors which did the least to hinder a teacher's
efforts.

The women also included "Unsatisfactory salary ar

rangement" as a minor contributive factor for hindrance of
their efforts.
The factors that contributed help to the teachers were
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checked l^l more times than the factors believed to have hin
dered them.

This Indicates that more factors tended to help

teachers rather than to hinder teachers.
Both men and women agreed that "Respect and coopera
tion of students* was the most Important single factor In
making their jobs enjoyable.
high by both sexes were:
ulty cooperation".

Other factors that were rated

"Helping students *grow* " and "Fac

The factor which did the least to make

happy jobs was “Remuneration In keeping with work done".
Women felt that "Lack of discipline", "Lack of space
or materials", and "Efforts not appreciated" were the three
most Important factors that made them unhappy In their jobs.
Men differed considerably and Included "Community Indiffer
ence or pressure" and *^ow salary* along with "Lack of space
or materials".

The factors which had the least effect upon

the teachers* unhappiness were:

"Not 'backed* by the school"

and "Teaching assignments" for the women, and "Lack of fac
ulty cooperation" and "Grading and promotion policy" for the
men.
The most desirable characteristics possessed by the
administrators of this group of teachers were:
"Friendly", and "Supported teachers".

"Cooperative",

Of the three traits,

"Cooperative" was considered to be the most Important char
acteristic by both men and women.
"Poor supervisor", "Did not support teachers", and
"Unfairness - partial" were selected as the three most unde
sirable characteristics possessed by the superintendents.
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A1 though the men agreed with the women about the above three
items, they also Included "Undemocratic” as an important un
desirable characteristic.
In checking this section of the questionnaire, the
teachers placed more than twice as many checks on desirable
characteristics found in administrators than they did on un
desirable characteristics.

This would seem to indicate that

the superintendents possessed many more desirable character
istics than they did undesirable characteristics.
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-52AFFEHDIX A
LEPTEB OP IHTBODUCTIOH
Pebruavy 2$, 1953
Veblen, South Bidcotft
Beer Fellow Teacher:
This qaestionnslre le belog sent to you with the hope
of formalmtlng ceirtaln fundamental facts pertaining to the
teachers of South Dakota.

For scaae time, I have been working

on my professional paper at the Uhiversity of Montana, "%nTlronmental Factors Affecting South Dakota Teachers*.
The questionnaire may appear to be lengthy, but It has
been time checked and should not take more than fifteen min
utes of your time to answer It.
opinions,

Please give your unbiased

ill sources of information will be kept confiden

tial; do not sign your name to the questionnaire.

Mark a

check on the line preceding the statement which applies to
you; amd, if possible, give a brief statement opposite the
check mark eapLainlng your reason for checking that particu
lar item.

Check only those items which, in your experience,

have been most significant.
Thank you for your cooperation.
8$#perely,

Dale Mottle
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APFEHDIX B
QBBSTIOMAIfiE
RLeaae check:

MALE

PB M L B

I# ^ In JOU3* expezdence as a teacher* «hat person(s) do you
believe contributed most to help you provide the beet
servicet
____ 1.

Administrators

_____ 2.

Other teachers

_______________________________________

Custodian

__________________________________________

3.

_____ 1|.. State Department

5.

Members of the School
Board

6.

Parents

7#

Others
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II.

In your e3q>erience as a teacher, idaat person(s) do you
believe contributed most to prevent your giving the best
service?
1.

Administrators

2,

Other teachers

3.

Custodian

______________________________

State Department

5*

Members of the School
Board

6.

Parents

7.

Others
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In your eaqperience, uhat factor(a) do you believe con
tributed most help to you in giving the best service in
teachingt

1. Equipment

2.

Satisfactory salary
arrangement

3#

fieasonable amount of
work expected

14.*

Given work %rithin in
terest and ability

5.

Satisfactory community^
relations

6.

A school system en
couraging good atti
tude and conduct of
students

7.

A spirit of democracy
throughout the system

8.

I feel secure in my
job

9.

Favorable classifica
tion of students

10.

Others
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IV.

6

"

In your oaqperience, what factor (a) do you believe hin
dered moat your efforts in teaching? Specify

____ 1.

Inadequate equipment

_______________________________

2,

Unsatisfactory salary
arrangement

3*

Unreasonable amount of_
work expected

1*.* Given work outside in-_
terests and abilities
5*

Unsatisfactory commu
nity relations

6,

The school system not
encouraging good atti
tude and conduct of
students

7.

An autocratic spirit
throughout the system

8.

Feeling insecure in
job

9#

Unfavorable classifi
cation of students

10#

Others
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Mhat factor(s) do you feel contributed most toward « # M » g
your job m happy onet
1 . k feeling of belonging^

2.

School operated demo
cratically

3*

Recognition for work
done
Personal freedom - in
«ad out of school

5«

Respect and coopera
tion of students

6,

Feeling of security

7.

Remuneration in keep
ing with work done

8#

Faculty cooperation

9.

Community approval and_
appreciation

10.

Helping students "grow*

11.

Others
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VI.

Vhftt factor (s) do you feel contributed most toward mak
ing your job an unhappy one?

____ 1.

“Caste system* in
school

2.

Efforts not appreci
ated

3.

Community indifference^
or pressure

!*.. Low salary

5.

Autocratic adminis
tration

6.

Lack of space or ma
terials

7.

Living conditions

8.

Grading and promotion
policy

9#

Hot “backed* by the
school

jLO.

No personal freedom in or out of school

,11.

Teaching assignments

JL2.

Lack of faculty coop
eration

13.

Lack of discipline

ll|..

Others
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What dasiràble charactarlmtlea did you find in the ad
ministrators you have had?

1,

Cooperative

_ 2.

Democratic

_ 3.

Capable

_____________________________

_ I).* Sya^athetic

_ 5*

Rriendly

_ 6.

Fairness - impartial

_ 7$

i^preciative

_ 8.

Efficient

9.

Good speWcer

JLO.

Good supervisor

_11.

Supported teachers

12.

Others
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What undesirable characteriatlcs did you find In the
administrators you have had?

1.

Uncooperative

2.

Undemocratic

_____________________________

_ 3. Incapable

_ 1|.. Unsympathetic

_ 5*

Unfriendly

_ 6#

Unfairness - partial

7,

Inappreclatlve

_ 8#

Inefficient

_ 9,

Poor speaker

10.

Poor supervisor

JLl.

Did not support
teachers

12.

Others
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c

Contributed

Hindered

Per cent of total responses

69.7
Administrators

Administrators
22.5

Other teachers

Other teachers
23.9

33.1

Parents

Parents
19.7

19.7

Members of the School
Board

16.2

Members of the School
Board
6.3

Custodian

Custodian

8.S c:]2
state Department

State Department
5.6

others

3.5
Others

Figure 1
COMPARISON OF PERSONS BELIEVED TO HAVE CONTRIBUTED MOST HELP
IN GIVING THE BEST SERVICE IN TEACHING, AND PERSONS
BELIEVED TO HAVE HINDERED MOST IN GIVING
THE BEST SERVICE IN TEACHING
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Contributed

Hindered

Per cent of total responses

55.6
Work within Interest

19.7
Work outside Interest

50.7
Good student attitudes
and conduct encouraged

Good student attitudes and
conduct not encouraged

14.8
Satisfactory community
relations

Unsatisfactory conanunlty
relations

35.2
Adequate equipment

40.1
Inadequate equipment

33.8
Feel secure In job

19.7
Peel insecure In job

21.1
Democratic system
30.3
Reasonable amount of work
28.9
Satisfactory salary
9.9
Favorable classification
of students
Others

Autocratic system

Unreasonable amount of
work

Unsatisfactory salary
11.3
Unfavorable classification
of students
Others

Figure 2
COMPARISON OP FACTORS BELIEVED TO HAVE CONTRIBUTED MOST HELP
IN GIVING THE BEST SERVICE IN TEACHING, AND FACTORS
BELIEVED TO HAVE HINDERED MOST IN GIVING
THE BEST SERVICE IN TEACHING
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Contributed

50
..— f"

Hindered

Per cent of total responses
10
20
30
20
10
0
+—
t
1■

1|.0
-I

58.5
Respect and cooperation
of students

30

1^0

50

27.5
Lack of discipline
15.?
Lack of faculty
cooperation

53.5
Faculty cooperation
50.7
Helping students •grow*
ii2.3

11.3
Grsding and promotion
policy
13.L
No personal freedom

Personal freedom
38.7
Coomunity approval and
appreciation
37.3
Peeling of belonging

31.7
Community indifference
5^.1
"Caste system" in school
23.2

35.9
Recognition for woit
done
130.0

Efforta not appreciated
21.1 1

Democratic school

Autocratic school

2i|..6

11.3
Not ^backed" by school

Feeling of security
ik.i
Remuneration for work

5lj..9
Low salary and poor
living conditions

Plgare 3
COHPAHISON OF FACTORS BELIEVED TO HAVE COHTRIBDTED MOST TO
WARD MARINO TEACHING A HAPPY JOB, AND FACTORS
BELIEVED TO HAVE HINDERED MOST TOWARD
MAKING TEACHING A HAPPY JOB
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Undesirable

Deslrable

Per cent of total responses

> 30
—

1--- 1—

1—

1--- 1—

20 10

0

10

[75 .k

30

id.i 1

Cooperative

Uncooperative
1%,8 .|
Unfriendly

! 66.2
Friendly

F66.2

27.5)
Did not support teachers

Supported teachers

is.sJ

lSk.9
Capable

Incapable

U.7.9
Democratic

22.5 1
Undemocratic

20 .1l I

ik7.2
Efficient

Inefficient
23.9 1

11+7.2
Fairness - impartial

Unfairness - partial
16.9)
Inappreclatlve

U3.7
Appreciative

12,?!

1 30.3

Unsympathetic

Sympathetic

22.5 1
Poor supervisor

I 30.3
Good supervisor

'
J21.1

16.2 1

Good speaker

Poor speaker
1.1+ [ □

Others

20

1--- --- 1--- 1--- 1---4--- 1--- 1--- 1---

t—

1+.9
Others

Figure l|.
COMPARISON OF CHARACTERISTICS FOUND IN ADMINISTRATORS BELIEVED
TO BE DESIRABLE, AND OP CHARACTSUSTICS POUND IN
ADMINISTRATORS BELIEVED TO BE ,
UNDESIRABLE
■V-
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